
Market View
Covid-19 Update

As we continue to manage the impact of the global spread of COVID-19, the need for us, as a 
community, to support and take care of each other becomes even more important. With this in mind, 
we have captured some key insights from the wider marketplace to help you manage your business 
now and in readiness for the better times to come. 

“Used  Cars” & “Cars for Sale”, Search interest over time 
7 Day Rolling Average, 1st Feb to 9th May, Google Trends

For more information please contact your account manager or email 
support@ebaymotorsgroup.co.uk

ebaymotorsgroup.co.uk

At a glance

• Despite the distraction of the bank holiday 
weekend, week commencing 4th May brought 
with it signs of continued consumer 
confidence.

• Google Trends data showed that searches for 
“used cars” and “cars for sale” increased 
visibly from 30th April onwards when the Prime 
Minister announced that the UK was past the 
peak of the outbreak and over the VE Bank 
Holiday weekend.

• Replies were up +5% WoW across eBay 
Motors Group platforms, reflecting shifts in 
consumer behaviour with walk-ins transferring 
to calls and emails.

• There is emerging evidence of some price 
adjustments, with analysis of a basket of c. 
60k mainstream vehicles showing that for 
those that have remained listed over the last 6 
weeks, the average price has fallen by -2.0% 
when comparing weeks commencing 2 April 
to 10 May.
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11th March –
WHO announces 

COVID-19 as pandemic

17th March –
School and Nursery closure 

announced for 20/03/20

16th April –
3-week extension to lockdown 

measures confirmed

12th April – Easter 
Sunday

30th April –
Government says UK is past the 

peak of outbreak

24th March –
UK lockdown 
announced

8th May –
VE Day, Bank Holiday

Avg Listing Price of Top 50 leading make/models on Motors.co.uk 
£Avg, w/c 2 Apr vs. 10 May 2020
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Data source: eBay Motors Group Data Warehouse

Data source: Google Trends (https://google.com/trends)
©2018 Google LLC, used with permission. Google and the 
Google logo are registered trademarks of Google LLC.
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The Industry View

The popular weekly Motor Trade Radio, in association with eBay Motors Group, has responded to 
the COVID-19 crisis by launching a series of special interviews with industry leaders sharing their 
views on how to manage activities during the lockdown. 

Below we summarise the key insight from Andy Shields, Global Business Unit Director at 
INDICATA, to look at what we can learn from other European markets at this time.

• As per January 2020, Lower Medium, Medium and Supermini 

were again the fastest selling sectors, averaging 40 days in 

stock 

• London was the fastest selling region, averaging 29 days in 

stock (3 days faster than Jan 2019) , followed by Scotland at 35 

days

Click here to listen to the full interview on Motor Trade 
Radio across a wide range of download platforms à

As a business you research used car prices and sales across 13 European 
markets, what trends are you seeing at the moment during the COVID-19 
lockdown?

What the data tells us is the scale of the lockdown equals the impact on the 
marketplace. If you look at Sweden, which is talked about as being a light lockdown 
country, used car sales activity dropped to 80% but has subsequently recovered 
back up to 98%. Whereas Italy, Spain, France and the UK went in very hard. These 
are all large used car markets and it’s too early to tell how they will bounce back.

Austria and Germany became the first European markets to reopen their 
showrooms and they appeared to bounce back strongly. How indicative do you 
think these trends are for the UK?

Austria was the first to release its lockdown rules for dealers with showrooms of less 
than a 400 square metres reopening on 14 April, which was extended to all dealers 
from 1 May. Austria has now got to about 80% of its pre lockdown run-rate. With 
Germany all dealers were allowed to reopen on 20 April and their run-rate is now up 
to about 90% of the pre-lockdown levels. To see these two markets bounce back 
as quickly as they have done is very positive but they did manage their infections 
really well with significantly less cases per million compared to the UK, France, Italy 
and Spain. They are also countries with relatively strong GDPs per capita. So there 
is an element of them having had a short, sharp, shock with the consumer still 
remaining quite confident in the economy, so we’ve seen a relatively fast bounce 
back. I don’t think the UK will bounce back as quickly as Germany and Austria.

Click here to listen to the full interview with Andy Shields.

Andy Shields
Global Business Unit Director

INDICATA
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